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Waste as the Artful Excess
of Natural Selection
Abstract
 This thought-experiment consists of a series of letters between Feral Susan 
(Susan Nordstrom), Mississippi River, Memphis, Tennessee, and Emu Girrl (Mar-
garet Somerville), Nepean River, Emu Green in Western Sydney.  In this thought 
experiment, we move in the realm of litter’s inanimate manifestations that tell their 
own stories of movement and flow, stories of the river. They are stories of the in-
human within the human. Plastic and waste call us back to our rivers, the Nepean 
and Mississippi to (re)think with waste. Waste creates with, and on us, moves us 
from its affective production of disgust and aggression, to embrace its proliferation 
as Artful excess. Our thought experiment with waste materializes transformative 
becomings that generate past-present-future affective residues of wonder about the 
materialities of litter and rivers.
Keywords: rivers, thought experiments, litter, posthumanism, anthropocene
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skidding and sliding over slippery rocks 
this piece larger and heavier
back already aching neck sore 
but it calls and calls and calls 
cannot resist pushing pulling manoeuvring 
its awkward water filled slimy weight 
through water and onto bank 
even at bank river keeps reclaiming its trash 
over and over colour bond and timber structure 
falls back into water 
back aches breath comes hard and fast 
waste is strong in its resistance 
body-becoming strong-with-waste 
finally it’s done 
stand the bike up push pile of litter into its fold 
wash off slimy river sludge and
photograph installation before departing 
to new swim hole to clean body off
soul weeping for rivers of the world
 We move in the realm of litter’s inanimate manifestations that tell their own stories 
of movement and flow, stories of the river. They are stories of the inhuman within 
the human. Litter inscribes its own literacies, some litter with printed text of its own, 
others with brand names that tell of their multi-national affiliations and global flows. 
Reading litter’s global materialities calls up email exchanges between us, between 
our rivers—the Mississippi River in Memphis, Tennessee and the Nepean River 
in Australia.  Exchanges of sounds, images, videos, poetry, and letters materialize 
entangled bodies of waste, bodies of rivers, bodies of humans, and bodies of theory. 
 Our rivers’ waste meets symbolically on remote Hendersen Island in the Pacific 
Ocean with more plastic than any other surface on earth. Plastic and waste call 
us back to our rivers, the Nepean and Mississippi to (re)think with waste. Waste 
creates with, and on us, moves us from its affective production of disgust and 
aggression, to embrace its proliferation as Artful excess. The orange chair sings, 
waste’s installation moves and dances as we struggle to embrace its artful and 
excessive proliferation in search of a new syntax, “a foreign language within the 
language” (Deleuze, 2006, p. 289). Our thought experiment with waste materializes 
transformative becomings that generate past-present-future affective residues of 
wonder about the materialities of litter and rivers. 
 This thought-experiment consists of a series of letters (some with attached 
photographs) between Feral Susan (Susan Nordstrom), Mississippi River, Mem-
phis, Tennessee, and Emu Girrl (Margaret Somerville), Nepean River, Emu Green 
in Western Sydney.  Each letter is a thought experiment drawn from our two-year 
long email correspondence about rivers and waste in which we find ourselves 
entangled in questions that have no answers (Deleuze, 2006). We move with, and 
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from these global materialities, to the artful production of waste as the excess of 
natural selection following feminist philosopher Elizabeth Grosz (2008) who draws 
on Deleuze in her thought experiments with Darwin. For Grosz: 
There is much ‘art’ in the natural world, from the moment there is sexual selection, 
from the moment there are two sexes which attract each other’s interest and taste 
through visual, auditory, olfactory, tactile and gustatory sensations. The haunting 
beauty of birdsongs, the provocative performance of erotic display in primates, 
the attraction of insects to the perfume of plants, are all in excess of mere survival: 
each attests to the excessiveness of the body and the natural order, their capacity to 
bring out in each other what surprises, what is of no use but nevertheless attracts 
and appeals. Each attests to an overabundance of resources beyond the need for 
mere survival, which is to say, to the capacity of both matter and life to exchange 
with each other, to enter into becomings which transform each other. (p. 17) 
 We move from the affective production by waste of disgust and aggression, to 
the excess of waste as the potential for Art that draws from the ‘chaos of the world’. 
In this we read the waste’s artistic production through the story, ‘the orange chair 
proliferates and sings’, in search of the elusive lyre bird in the scrappy wasteland 
of the Nepean River at Emu Green, and the creation of art from waste on the Mis-
sissippi River, in Memphis Tennessee. After a recent flood, the river made art with 
land as the river receded back into its banks. A large buoy became a sculpture. 
Sticks created a nest for a glass Listerine bottle. The river created other nests for 
other river ephemera, such as a broken flip-flop. Children and families built forts 
and other sculptural pieces from washed ashore branches.  
 The thought experiments materialize transformative becomings that generate 
past-present-future affective residues of wonder about the materialities of litter and 
rivers. We wonder what rivers, humans, and trash do and, in turn, suggest that the 
artful way that these three entities come together can be considered the artful excess 
of natural selection. The rivers select materials, sometimes dredging them up from 
their depths, and generate art, sometimes with humans and animals, sometimes not. 
Natural selection, in this instance, is transformative becomings between nonhumans 
and humans that are materialized as thoughtful and artful excesses of waste. 
Dear Emu Girrl,
 I write this email to you listening to the pitter patter of rain falling on my spring 
your fall day.  The soft and rhythmic rain falls on verdant green weeds and tiny 
purple and white violets and pulls my attention away this email. The rain makes 
the branches a deep brown, the branches I refuse to pick up, you do remember 
that picking up sticks and branches following a storm is my most detested chore. 
Perhaps I leave them there to see them move between shades of brown, between 
dry and wet. The seemingly docile white blossoms on the dogwood tree scream out 
against the grey sky. A small rumble of thunder shifts my attention. An oogy-boogy 
rumbling perhaps. What you call our connection, oogy boogy, water-sky movements, 
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connections between you and me, here and there, your river and mine.  Soft rumbles 
of thunder during a spring rain that pitter patter into Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987) 
imperceptible. Our oogy boogy. 
 Our rivers meet in our exchange and run wild together through encounters that 
are much like the undulating currents of the Pacific where we presume our mutual 
rivers meet.  Much like the waters of our rivers that carry runoff from farms, the 
litter—cigarette lighters, plastic razors, toothbrushes, plastic scoops, empty bottles, 
shoes, and babies’ dummies—that makes its way into waterways and by extension 
oceans, and sediment of our river bottoms, our thoughts are like the litter of our 
rivers. They momentarily appear at the surface only to be pulled down by river 
currents. Our thoughts are these fleeting moments of recognition, moments of life 
and death flowing together.
 The rivers create their own time and the litter materializes that sense of time 
that is a pure present, flows toward more flows, currents upon currents carrying 
with them litter from todays and yesterdays. Our rivers greedily collect the detritus, 
both human-made and non-human made, and form their own languages. Languages 
that can never articulate oogy boogy connections, the deep murky depths of the 
ocean where our waters meet, the depths we can never know. Languages we marvel 
at, draw nourishment from, languages that create us.  Oogy boogy. We are watery 
compost to borrow from Haraway (2016), living and dying together with water.
—Feral Susan 
Dear Feral Susan,
 The orange chair sings to me. Wandering the riverlands in early spring I hear 
what I think might be a lyre bird, never heard here before. Straining, I cannot dis-
tinguish the sound of the actual bird calls in this crazy sonic landscape cacophony, 
from the imitation of the lyre bird. I remember the orange chairs. There were two 
sitting on the little island near Bedrock, then one appeared in the river and I hauled 
it out placing it back beside its mate. Then it moved again. So I go searching for 
the orange chair, carry it through bushes and weeds to come close to where the lyre 
bird calls, carefully placing the orange chair in its hidden palace of noxious weeds 
where I know I will find it again. Sit quiet and still on the orange chair, holding 
out the iphone to record the sounds, knowing that I will be able to manipulate 
the sound later to maybe discern the lyre bird’s imitations. I do this several times 
through that early spring, orange chair and lyre bird calls inseparably becoming in 
these moments of bird song. 
Only by sitting 
on orange chair 
long and still can ears strain to discern 
lyre bird’s imitation 
from surrounding bird song of spring
body slows so still 
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can hear heart beating on ear drums 
mostly repetitive black bird call 
or is it a black bird itself
no now changes to other calls
crystal clear whip bird imitation





feet sinking into ground
two girls making art with tree limbs
washed ashore by flood waters
a river buoy lounges on dry land
rusted and heavy with travel
immobile soaking in the sun
—Feral Susan
Dearest Feral Susan,
 What I see amazes me. A tent still erect in situ, and in front, its very own litter 
installation, including plastic bottles and containers, tin cans, and an outpouring 
of loose corn kernels from the mouth of very large carp, all of it spray painted 
orange. This sitting on the charred remnants of a camp fire. There was not much 
loose rubbish around so I simply photograph an image of this strange installation. 
No possibility or space for my own litter creation. 
 Next day the spectacle is entirely changed. Tent gone, orange remnants dispersed, 
carp no longer visible, and much litter scattered all around. I decide to create my 
installation. With some difficulty I wade into the edge of the river and haul out a bike, 
disintegrating in the water and try to place it upright, but the rubbish has its own mind, 
the bike keeps lying down so I pile the rest of the rubbish in front of it, fishing it out 
from under the bushes, in the river, plastic bags and bottles, glass bottles, aluminium 
drink cans, orange spray paint can, and other scraps of everyday life, underpants, metal 
frame of chair, metal rods, and perfect pair of pink handled scissors.  A small label 
that I place on top of the pile that reads: The Original ENVIRONET AUSTRALIA. 
 But then comes the big body challenge, about 10 metres downstream in the 
river, the remains of the earlier installation from the site, metal and fibreglass 
colourbond structure nailed to two long pieces of four by two timbers. It’s been 
sitting in the river for at least a year. I have my swimmers on under overalls, boots 
and woolly sox, no gloves to protect hands from the harsh metal and scratches of 
all this creative work, I have red blood colour streaming down my hands already. 
I ponder wander and wonder what it might be like having hauled the orange chair 
from the middle of the river before with great difficulty. But I cannot resist. I want 
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to add the graffiti colourbond to my own artful creation. The waste calls and calls 
to me until I step into the water gum boots, bubbling and filling, hobbling over 
rocks with help of one of their fishing sticks. As I reach the structure I lean forward 
and pull back and part of the structure comes away from the rest, easier I think to, 
heave and pull against the resistance of the river. I heave and pull manoeuvring 
colourbond nailed onto its timber through the water, heave and pull heave and pull 
until at the bank the whole comes adrift from the timber but it still won’t lift from 
its watery weight until I see it is firmly attached to another piece of river debris, 
a small log that has embedded into the metal edge. More heaving and pulling and 
hey presto, the log provides a perfect stand for the colourbond screen albeit now 
covered in river sludge, a backdrop for my installation, just as I imagined. 
 BUT there is the other half. I ponder, wander and wonder again until the waste 
calls and I wade into water once more, skidding and sliding over slippery rocks. 
This piece is large and heavier, my back is already aching, my neck sore, but it 
calls and calls and calls, I cannot resist the pushing and pulling manoeuvring its 
awkward water filled slimy weight across and through the water onto the bank. I 
heave the timber up first, this time the colourbond structure does not come away. 
Each time I pull and push the colour bond end the timber falls back into the water, 
heave and push, pull and struggle back aches, breath comes hard and fast from the 
effort. The river keeps reclaiming its trash. I am twisted in fishing line, and then a 
red string tied to a bloody red half eaten carp. I unhook myself. Finally the whole 
is onto the bank but manoeuvring into position is tricky too, waste is strong in its 
resistance, my body-becoming strong-with-waste. The metal edge keeps wedging 
into the soft dry ground so I get a river stone to roll it on and finally with more 
heaving pushing pulling and rolling it is done. I cannot make it stand up as I had 
imagined, so it lies there beside the pile. I stand the bike up now propped nicely 
on the upright screen, and push the pile of litter into its fold. The bloody red half 
eaten carp is placed in the front of the pile with its string dangling from the bike. 
I wash off slimy sludgy river and photograph the installation from each direction, 
before departing to my new swim hole to clean myself off.
 The next day I wake wondering how will my litter installation speak to the 
occupants of the site? Should I call the council and ask them to remove it, or suffer 
the anguish of the rubbish going back into the river. What does all this mean about 
the artful proliferation of the river’s waste? I write a note by hand in large capital 
letters, carefully worded so as not to offend: 
THIS IS AN INSTALLATION 
ABOUT HOW WE CONNECT TO OUR RIVER. IS IT YOU?
DO NOT REMOVE
PENRITH CITY COUNCIL WILL TAKE IT
 IF YOU WISH TO COMMENT PLEASE
LEAVE A NOTE IN THE PAPERS HERE. 
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I place the note and a texta inside an A4 plastic envelope of the sort I’m always 
discarding from student work.
 Its now early morning walk time, a visceral stirring of half fear half excitement, 
I walk out, it’s raining as I approach the site, fearful that all the litter will be back 
in river. Walking carrying the plastic sleeve, more anxious than anything else. Who 
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Dearest Emu Girrl,  
 I have time (finally) to sit with your words and photographs. I adore the in-
stallations. What has happened to them? Did people respond to your call or did the 
installations disperse once again through unknown entanglements?  I am particularly 
interested in knowing about the carp...How much of trash is reminding us of our 
momentary control of it?  We place it in a bin. Make an installation. But, then, the 
trash moves... perhaps trash decenters us... a reminder of what we were, centered 
humans. On occasion, I don’t clean the litter that sometimes makes it on my lawn 
through movements of wind. Each day I follow the trash, a plastic wrapper, a dis-
carded fast food wrapper... and see where it goes and, possibly, to remind myself 
of how little control I have of it... it is just a momentary entanglement with a gust 
of wind making it move elsewhere. 
 One fall day I found ripped out pages of a Bible with highlighted passages 
around my house. It was a rather windy day and I watched as the pages danced 
across the browning grass and fallen leaves. I collected them... out of all the litter 
I have seen around my house, I’ve never seen ripped up bible pages. I picked up 
each of the bible pages and studied them. The wind blown tissue like pages felt 
soft under my finger tips even though the wind and elements had made the pages 
rougher, as if the previous entanglements had weathered them. 
—Feral Susan
Dearest Feral Susan,
 I love your story of the wind blowing the trash into your yard, its movements 
like the flow of water that takes up the trash and carries it to different places. I have 
seen this in the drainway that runs through Emu Green this morning. A heavy fall 
of rain overflowed the drain and the flow of water has made it own trash installation 
against the concrete causeway that has temporarily blocked its flow. There is no 
loss, only the never-ending artful proliferation of water’s litter.
—Emu Girrl
Dear Emu Girrl,
 You called your river a greedy collector of things. A river that coopts it all 
in its endless gathering of everything including shopping trolleys, multitudinous 
plastics, floating leaves, sticks, seeds, and other things, perhaps even my dreams. 
My river is more secretive and only shows her secrets, her collections of things, 
after a roaring flood.  
 After a recent flood, I picked up an empty glass Listerine mouthwash bottle 
with a plastic lid. I had never seen such a bottle. I searched for when Listerine 
stopped using glass bottles and plastic lids and learned that the bottle could have 
been anywhere from the 1950’s to 1980’s. I held the bottle in my hand feeling the 
weight of it realizing that it could very well be older than I am. And I wondered 
what the river left on it and what it left with the river.  How did it end up in the 
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river?  Where did it come from? Did it travel from St. Louis, where Listerine was in-
vented? Or further north? What did it see and experience bobbing along with shifting 
currents? What are the residues of its entanglements, residues I will never know?  If the 
floodwaters had not washed it ashore, where would it have gone?  And, then, I remember 
our conversations about Henderson Island, one of the remotest islands in the Pacific, 
halfway between you and me really, but the repository of loads of plastic rubbish from 
every country in the world. You found the article compelling.  The litter reminded you 
of messages in a bottle... the old idea of placing a letter in a glass bottle and sending it 
down a waterway.  Entangled messages of litter pausing at a tiny island. 
 Now the Mississippi is flooded again. The waters come from the North, from 
the waters that devastated my home state, Nebraska.  Flowing water underneath river 
ice jams pushed the jams, what my parents called icebergs, across banks. Icebergs 
lounged on farmlands, sometimes miles away from the rivers. Rivers left sediment 
on fields and have changed the soil. Once docile rivers swept up everything in their 
currents. Livestock, parts of homes, highways, bridges, anything caught up in their 
currents became part of the rivers. Towns made into islands by river currents. So 
much loss, so much pain.  
 I wonder if I’ll find remnants of flooded land, farms, and homes from Nebraska 
once the Mississippi’s levels recede? What from my beloved Nebraska will move toward 
Henderson Island as the waters make their way to the Pacific? The artful proliferation 
seems to be the artful proliferation of living and dying in the Anthropocene. 
—Feral Susan
Dear Feral Susan,
 I would like to see a lot more of your writing about your river, especially the 
materiality of memories washed away in the flood, but perhaps that is too emotional 
for you?
—Emu Girrl
Dear Emu Girrl, 
 I’ve been dancing on the banks of those emotions since March. Anxious of 
dissolving into something unknown. I keep returning to a quote you’ve shared with 
me a couple of times.  
Recognizing that we live in a geological moment that allows us to observe the 
earth “tearing down, dancing over, laughing at” our efforts to restrain it, we ge-
ologists are trying to put this recognition into words. But we are embedded in 
controversy swirling around the proposal to acknowledge a new geological epoch. 
(Schneiderman, 2017, 170)
 Perhaps I am anxious because I do not know the dance, did not catch the joke. 
Perhaps acknowledging the Anthropocene in scholarly ways has failed to resonate 
with me in my daily personal life. 
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 I often say that my heart lives in Nebraska. I did not expect to have my heart 
ripped apart by historic floods created by a harsh winter’s snowmelt and a bomb 
cyclone of record-setting rainfall and blizzards. I did not expect to think of my 
shattered heart passing from the flooded rivers of Nebraska that all empty into the 
Missouri River that then empties into the Mississippi River. I did not expect to have 
my heart sent back to me in pieces in Tennessee. I know it is not just my heart, but 
also the hearts of so many people who love that land, who worked that land, the 
animals who called that land home, and the land. The thought of all those hearts 
eddying and flowing in Mississippi currents threatens to pull me under. 
 I cannot go to the Mississippi River and see the pasts of these hearts tossing and 
turning in the currents heading toward unknown futures. The river that once sustained 
me now terrorizes me. The rivers’ materiality, the litter both human and nonhuman 
made, that once inspired me now sickens me. The terror keeps me away from the 
Mississippi. The terror takes away words. The terror only leaves pieces of hearts dis-
solving into water, the earth. The terror dissolves life into unknown becomings-with. 
 There is no artful proliferation, only the weeping of the land, sky, and waters 
and all the hearts that inhabit these uncommon-common worlds. A couple of years 
ago in your spring my fall you wrote about your bees awakening in the spring 
and I wrote about planting bulbs for the spring. A hive had grown aggressive and 
stung a neighbor resulting in two black eyes. I planted bulbs in warm fall weather 
that confused insects. They had gone into winter phases of life and then were 
awakened by spring-like temperatures. How very uncommon. But, the uncommon 
is becoming common in the Anthropocene. Perhaps the artful proliferation is the 
uncommon-becoming-common. As we become with, we become with uncom-
mon-becoming-common.    
 Our messages are the litter of our becoming with uncommon-becoming-common. 
Each message a way of fiercely attending to these forceful movements that shape us 
differently.  Floods of these intense uncommon-becomings-common Anthropocene. 
Becomings that cross space and time. Nepean, Mississippi, Australia, Tennessee, 
Nebraska, Illinois, Henderson Island in the Pacific…  all becoming with each other, 
creating intensities. Uncommon-becoming-common litter words.  
 The deathly sensations have grown stronger with this recent flood. I continue 
to avoid the river. Perhaps I do not want to be reminded of the four people who died 
in the Nebraska flood. Perhaps I do not want to hear the river and earth chuckling at 
human-centered folly of controlling nature. Perhaps I do not want to remind myself 
of past river thought experiments. Perhaps I fear a wave of nostalgia for something 
that never was. 
 Messages of a somewhat balanced earth have now been replaced by messages 
from rising sea levels and temperatures. Messages that demand attention. Messages 
of bomb cyclones, winter vortexes, stronger storms, droughts, bleached coral reefs. 
Screaming messages. 
—Feral Susan
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 Your flood is bigger than all this, washing away life with no regard for anything 
at all. More than anything else your river decentres the human. Mine is so kind and 
placid compared and we are in drought again so there is never even the rushing sound 
from our deck as the water flows in our valley, all we hear are the river’s birds.
—All my love EG.
Dear Emu Girrl, 
 I am reminded of how very jealous I am that you can go into your river. You 
can immerse yourself, collapse, in the river.  Your rivers allow you to touch them.  
My river does not. I long to touch my river. I long to not stand above and far away 
from it, but to touch it, dissolve with it. I reminded of when I found a bank of the 
Mississippi in southern Missouri seemingly flat enough for me to approach it. A 
seemingly dry bank invited me. It betrayed me with a sunbaked top layer covering 
mud. I moved toward the river, but the mud sucked my foot into it. My foot became 
stuck as if the river called me to dissolve into it, to float amongst its currents. My 
body responded with a fearful reverence for the Mississippi, of its power to dissolve 
life into death. I still cannot wash that mud from the sneaker—Mississippi sneaker. 
—Feral Susan
Dear Feral Susan,
 We are all migrants, living and dying in the Anthropocene. How insignificant 
the things of human life become in the face of such enormity. It reminds me of our 
inclusion of death in wild thinking, my sense that death is always present in your 
river’s power. Death of all things material but also memories and people’s lives. 
—Emu Girrl
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Dear Emu Girrl,
 I’ve thought a bit about trash and the listerine bottle... as a way to see our 
others. Kindness to rubbish... a way to see, touch, imagine those who tossed it as 
a person. When we say things like “oh that’s rubbish, just throw it away again...” it 
disconnects us. Rather, engaging with rubbish, engaging with the trash, seeing it 
and studying it become a way to engage with someone else... to see what a person 
has tossed aside... and consider what has been tossed aside and what other lives it 
has moved with...  just some thoughts.
—Feral Susan
Dear Feral Susan, 
 This is a very tricky one isn’t it. On Saturday as part of my riparian zone regen-
eration work with the Bass Fishers club I collected rubbish from a site where kids 
come and light fires and hang out, maybe fish. There is a bike stuck in the water, 
scatters of plastic bottles, cans, plastic bags, every sort of rubbish. It is the site that 
I documented over 3 months in 2015 and 2016. I wonder as we are collecting up all 
the rubbish what is the purpose but somehow it feels right to ‘clean up’. We leave 
it almost spotless but then on Monday I return to check and it is already completely 
littered again. How to respond? What to think? On one level it feels like their camp, 
a kind of dwelling place, on another it is like a human bower of litter, and on yet 
another it feels violent and offensive and makes me feel angry and I imagine writing 
a note to them. I guess litter is just that complicated. I love it that you have created 
things of litter that seems to me a really positive beautiful thing to do.
—Emu Girrl
Dear Emu Girrl,
 I wonder what it would be like to spend time with the people who do litter 
waterways. If they do have a camp... what does the litter do for the camp, for the 
humans that generate it... Is it careless littering? Is it a way to mark space? Is it 
somewhere in between? What does a bicycle do that was ridden to the river to 
a bicycle in the river? What is that in between space? And, what is it doing?
—Feral Susan
Dear Feral Susan,
 My relationship with this site and whoever inhabits it has been entirely con-
ducted through the waste discarded there. I have documented this site twice over a 
period of three months collecting the rubbish, photographing it, and enumerating 
the different items. I also, and more interestingly in terms of this conversation, 
documented the unspoken language mediated by the waste. The times when it was 
cleared up by invisible others, the recycling of some items, at times a bag full of 
rubbish was left hanging on a bush and I removed it. The conversation is better 
without the humans I think, the rubbish has many stories to tell of its multinational 
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corporation origins, its materialities, and longevities.
—Emu Girrl
Dear Emu Girrl,
 The litter and water stirs and dissolves us as we become otherwise. At some 
point in our correspondence, we ceased being Margaret and Susan. We became 
M and S. After a straight line windstorm left Susan without power for six days, 
I became Feral Susan. I learned about Feral Cheryl from Kerith at the Antipodes 
Summer Institute in 2016. Feral Cheryl is a riff off a Barbie doll with her tattoos, 
hippy clothes, unshaven armpits, barefeet, herb carrying eco-feminist. Feral Cheryl 
is always posed in natural environments like an Instagram photo that we should 
like-applaud and emulate her lifestyle.  Her lifestyle is a choice and lent herself 
to yet another tongue and cheek interpretation, Feral Susan. I became feral not 
by choice. Without power, I had no choice but to go off the grid. It seems (in the 
States) that a lot of the people involved in environmental movements are generally 
white middle-to-upper class people who have chosen to live in smaller homes, do 
with less electricity, garden, not shave, etc. However, without power, I began to 
realize that for many people - these aren’t choices available to them. The straight-
line winds turned me into Feral Susan, someone who did not have a choice, but 
had more choices than others because of my economic class status.  
—Feral Susan
Dear Feral Susan
 It was when you became feral Susan that I thought to take up the name given to 
me by the conveyancer when I moved to Emu Green. Emu Green was named after 
the emus that were observed grazing on the grass in the early days of settlement. 
It is the drainway that carries the stormwater and runs parallel to my river. It is 
where I walk everyday. More feral than feral the drainway creates its own waste 
installations, piles of branches, leaves, twigs, that make a perfect nesting place 
for cans, plastic bottles, pieces of polystyrene, tangled wire, rope, and everything 
it can catch in its wake as flood waters flow through its wide concrete channel. It 
is walking there that I feel most like Emu Girrl, wild and free in that space that 
demands nothing.  
—Emu Girrl
Dear Emu Girrl, 
 Wild waters exceed the boundaries made by themselves and man. They rarely 
just tiptoe over. They push beyond themselves. They push limbs and debris with 
them. Each push of the waters lap with transgressions of what was known and could 
be. Artful proliferations of waste, consequences of the Anthropocene, and humans 
living and dying together. Becoming imperceptible.
—Feral Susan 
Waste as the Artful Excess of Natural Selection88
Dear Feral Susan,
 Always in the middle that the writing/ideas happen.  Imperceptible authorship. 
This quote from Barad (2012) seems to be perfect for our happenings and to describe 
the usness of our writing together.
Thought experiments are material matters. Thinking has never been a disembod-
ied or uniquely human activity. Stepping into the void, opening to possibilities, 
straying, going out of bounds, off the beaten path—diverging and touching down 
again, swerving and returning, not as consecutive moves but as experiments in 
in/determinacy. Spinning off in any old direction is neither theorizing nor viable; 
it loses the thread, the touch of entangled beings (be)coming together-apart. All 
life forms (including inanimate forms of liveliness) do theory. The idea is to do 
collaborative research, to be in touch, in ways that enable response-ability.  (p. 208)
—Emu Girrl
Dear Emu Girrl,
 Barad’s (2012) words are too perfect for us. Affective oogy boogy renders us im-
perceptible to ourselves in our thought experiments. Oogy boogy materializing from 
submarine communications cables resting deep in the ocean floor that help create 
experimental currents of thought. Vibrating oogy boogy moving through ocean cur-
rents delicately creating and recreating Hendersen Island, our symbolic meeting place. 
Movements of the litter, bobbing with currents, materializes oogy boogy. Connective 
currents render us perceptible, then imperceptible, perceptible, and imperceptible again. 
 Consider all that divides humans, between ourselves and nature.  Water renders 
those divisions into connections. Not only in terms of survival, but also in terms of 
a constant reminder that we are never so above nature. Water decenters us, pushes 
us in ebbs and flows until we reckon with the fact that we are only living with this 
planet for such a short time. We are creatures living and dying with so many other 
beings in the Anthropocene (Haraway, 2016). Water rips the crowns from our heads 
and pulls our bodies off our supposed thrones. When we’re all in this together, my 
word, no one species rules. We are all litter. In touch. Doing theory.  
—Feral Susan
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